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Abstract: Collective activity recognizing is the action of collecting the individual person’s activity and it is distinguished as an atomic activity in isolation. In this paper, our work is based on the object detection and object recognition (ie) tracking is done for a given input video frame. The collective activity computes the class-specific person to person interaction patterns. The multi-interaction response proposed a activity – specific pattern for each interaction at the same time Naive bayes classifier is used to track the object and the tracked result is feedback into the recognition part to find category of an object and it is the final result.

Index Terms— classifier, Collective activity recognition, Interaction modeling, Multi-interaction response, Naive Bayes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collective activity is a collective behaviour of a group of people in a frame because the interactions between people are important features. Therefore, collective activity recognition consists of the action of individual person in isolation. The scenario where two people are standing still and facing to each other, we may decide that they are talking to each other where those are standing still and facing to the same direction.

In this paper, we call the action of a single person as atomic activity and the collective activity recognition should differ from the atomic action recognition, where the actions performed by individuals are the main focus. And it should also be distinguished from the crowd activity recognition in a way that collective activity scenario to infer collective person-person interactions between several people. Comparing the crowd activity recognition is mainly based on discovering regular and common moving patterns of a large public scene often containing a crowd of more than tens or hundreds of people or objects in a single view such as in a train station.

In contrast, the people in collective activity are less occluded and the action of each person can be much more clearly observed. In addition, the number of people in collective activities is usually much less than that in crowd. The intrinsic and discriminative person-person interaction patterns may not be well exploited. The main problem is to develop a model or framework with increasing complexity to jointly learn more subtasks simultaneously of a collective activity recognition.

In this work, a different perspective and focus on one particular task of automatically learning person-person interactions. A learning-based approach to automatically mine the intrinsic person-person interaction patterns between atomic activities. In particular, it assumes that two atomic activities in a collective activity are connected.

In most cases, two connected atomic activities in one collective activity are either
1) quite similar and spatially close to each other to form a meaningful collective activity or
2) not quite similar but are strongly interacting to each other when participating a collective activity.

In order to learn the connection, we propose to formulate such a connection into the form of a inner product and to describe the collective information of the atomic activity in a clip. The collective activity is then aggregated together to generate a final response score for further prediction, also called as an interaction response (IR) model.

II. PERSON-PERSON INTERACTION MODELLING

A. Overview

In this person to person interactions modelling, an input video frame is given and it is given to object detection and object tracking method in which the persons are detected and tracked by using Interaction Response (IR) and multi-task Response (MIR). The output from object tracking is given to the classifier called naïve bayes classifier, this classifier done the effective than existing classifier method. This block diagram is shown in Fig no.1.
B. Atomic Activity

The first task is to detect and track all the people in each video clip for each collective, which could be represented by following terms. Number of people in a frame is denoted as \( N_q \) are detected and tracked in a video clip \( V_q \). To describe the atomic activity associated to each person \( P_{n,q} \), \( n = 1, ..., N_q \), where \( P_{n,q} \) consists of its action and its influence of a person associated to atomic activity. And \( f_{n,q} \) is composed of two types of features: the motion-based features and spatial distribution of the other people around this person.

C. Interaction Modeling for Atomic Activities

Suppose there are \( M \) collective activities and we denote its label set as \( \gamma \). In order to directly model the interaction between atomic activities associated to any two people (i.e. person-person interaction) in the video clip \( V_q \), our collective activity interaction response \( R_{m,q} \), is defined as follows:

\[
R_{m,q} = \sum_{i,j=1}^{N_q} \Omega m f'_{i,q} f_{i,q},
\]

where \( m \) is denoted as one specified collective activity class and \( f_{i,q} \) is the motion based and spatial distribution of the \( i \)th people around the person. And \( f'_{i,q} \) is the transpose of \( f_{i,q} \). The interaction matrix is indicated by a person-person interaction pattern for class, \( m \in \mathbb{R} \). Then \( f_{i,q} \Omega m \) measures the connection between the two atomic activities associated to person \( i \) and person \( j \) acting for collective activity class \( m \) in video clip \( V_q \).

The global collective activity consists of sum of the effects of all person-person interactions in the video clip. Therefore, \( R_{m,q} \) is the response that measures the contributions of all the person-person interactions in the context of collective activity class \( m \) in the video clip \( V_q \), it is called as the interaction response (IR) model.

In this work, we assume there is only one collective activity instance in each video clip and expect that if this class-specific person-person interaction is appearing in the \( m \)th activity class, \( R_{m,q} \) should output a higher score, otherwise a small value. Consequently, the inference of the collective activity class of a video clip \( V_q \) can be cast as the following optimization problem:

\[
\hat{l}_q = \underset{m \in \gamma}{\arg \max} R_{m,q}, \quad (2)
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the set of all possible activity class labels and \( \hat{l}_q \) is the predicted collective activity class label of \( V_q \). It is obvious that for a given video clip \( V_q \), the prediction of its class label depends only on the person-person interaction responses \( R_{m,q} \).

D. A Multi-Task Interaction Response (MIR)

The main aim of the multi-task interaction response is to find better discriminative information in each collective activity, for example the collective activities of chasing and gathering could share the common element of walking, though facing to different directions. We exploit the idea of multi-task learning in order to better find out the discriminative information in each collective activity. The multi-task learning is designed to tackle different but related learning tasks in one framework, aiming to give better performance.

In addition, the collective activities could further share the element of people’s spatial distribution. Multi-task interaction response (MIR) model is proposed by introducing a shared component among interaction matrices by learning each collective activity’s interaction matrix as a task.

The MIR model jointly learns all the interaction matrices of different collective activities and the shared component. The learned interaction matrix for each collective activity can preserve more distinctive information for the corresponding collective activity.

III. NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER FOR OBJECT TRACKING

After the multi-task interaction response (MIR) of object detection then the object is moved to tracking system, inorder to the track the moving object from one frame to another frame. For this tracking naive bayes algorithm is used and it involves matching objects in consecutive frames using features such as points, lines or blobs. The object tracking can be viewed as a problem of probabilistic inference from ambiguous sensor measurements.

The tracking can be divided into in to four major categories:

- Region-based
- Active- contour based
- Feature based and
- Model based tracking.
A classifier separates the frame pixels into two classes: foreground (target object) and background, a naive Bayes classifier assumes that the presence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence (or absence) of any other feature.

Depending on the precise nature of the probability model, naive Bayes classifiers can be trained very efficiently in a supervised learning setting.

From Bayes theorem this posterior probability, a naive Bayesian classifier assumes that features are independent so the equation (1) can be rewritten as:

$$ p(C|f) \propto p(C) \prod_{i=1}^{N} p(f_i|C), \quad (3) $$

The main advantage of the naive Bayesian classifier is that it requires relatively little training data. The necessary parameters for the classification are the averages and the variances of the various variables.

Indeed, the hypothesis of independence of variables does not require knowing more than the variance of each variable for every class, without having to calculate a covariance matrix.

The naive Bayes classifier has several properties that make it surprisingly useful. In particular, the decoupling of the class conditional feature distributions means that each distribution can be independently estimated as a one-dimensional distribution. This helps alleviate problems stemming from the difficulties of dimensionality, such as the need for data sets that scale exponentially with the number of features.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets And Setting

Collective Activity Dataset (CAD) [1]:

It contains 44 video clips labeled with 5 different collective activities (crossing, waiting, queuing, walking and talking). There are eight facing directions (right, right-front, ..., right-back) of people presented in this dataset. We choose the experimental setting, which splits one fourth of this dataset for testing and the rest for training. We have observed that with a limited number of splits, the averaged overall accuracies were not stable.

Unfortunately, most of the existing methods did not clarify how many number of splits were used in their settings. To compensate this ambiguity, we tested our algorithm by increasing the number of splits until the averaged results having no significant change. We observed that the averaged results become stable when the number of splits is larger than 20, at which the results of IR and MIR are reported in Table I.

Choi’s Dataset [2]:

It consists of 32 video clips with 6 collective activities: gathering, talking, dismissal, walking together, chasing, and queuing. There are eight poses similar to the CAD dataset. We follow the standard experimental protocol of the 3-fold cross validation, suggested by Choi et al. [2]. This is a challenging dataset due to the large inter- and intra-class variations.

V. RESULTS

The result of the multi-interaction response based on naive bayes classifier is shown below, the video is given as input which is taken from the standard dataset.

Fig.No. 2 A. The Tracking results contain the detection of a moving as well how their motions are being tacked and classified (i.e) categorized. This result is how the multiple object are being recognized.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on object detection and object tracking using the methods multi-interaction response and naive bayes classifier. The important characteristics is to formulate the person-person interaction of two atomic activities and multi-interaction patterns of different classes of collective activities are captured by different interaction matrices. The classification is only relative because there are still many tracking algorithms which combine different approaches of tracking. Naive Bayes provides the better classification by its class probability feature.

If the NB conditional independence assumption actually holds, a Naive Bayes classifier will converge quicker than discriminative models like logistic regression, so you need less training data. And even if the NB assumption doesn't hold, a NB classifier still often performs surprisingly well in practice. A good bet if you want to do some kind of semi-supervised learning, or want something embarrassingly simple that performs pretty well. The hypothesis of independence of variables does not require knowing more than the variance of each variable for every class, without having to calculate a covariance matrix.
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